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Wonderful news! Following Boris? roadmap briefing, we can realistically start thinking about resuming our social events 
during the late summer and autumn. Obviously nothing is definite but, based on the latest data as we go to press, there seems to 
be a realistic prospect of some of our lunches and other social gatherings being organised from June onwards. More details are 
included on our Forthcoming Social Events page (p.11)

Prepare for the Resumption of our Social Calendar!

This was another first for the Association as the meeting had to held exclusively via video link due to the restrictions imposed 
by the Covid pandemic. Based on feedback during and after the meeting, the use of video conferencing facilities was a great 
succes and it was suggested at the meeting that future AGMS should also include the option to attend via video link as this will 
enable members to participate even if they are unable to travel to London or live overseas etc.

Overall, we had 29 participants including members from Australia and Scotland and a failed attempt from Sri Lanka.
.
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Message from the Chairman

Editorial

Well, I hope most of you are feeling somewhat more optimistic than when we published our last Newsletter 
in November when we were messing about with lockdown Tiers and a threat of worse to come. Clearly, we 
are not out of the woods yet, but for the first time in recent weeks we can think more positively about a 
future when we can cope with Covid and contemplate getting on with our retirement hobbies whether it be 
playing golf, travelling around the world, or spending time with your family. For those of you who remain 
pessimistic, I am told that you could be described as enlightened optimists?!

As you will see, the Pensioners? Association is contemplating a return of our core activities later in the year 
and I would like to thank and acknowledge the support of those who have agreed to organise these, assuming Boris?s roadmap 
to freedom remains on course.

Ironically, the inconveniences of lockdown forced us to make changes to some of our practices and some of these have turned 
out to be quite successful. For example, the use of Zoom for our AGM was well received and worked well. As a result, whilst 
we plan to invite members to personally attend our AGM in London later this year, we will also invite members to attend via 
video link. Similarly, we have also set up video link-based sessions for a monthly Minerva Club meeting, initially on the first 
Wednesday of each month. Details of these and other arrangements can be found elsewhere in the Newsletter.

I guess we have all been finding things to keep ourselves busy during the lockdown 
period. Personally, I think I have earned a gold star for all the DIY projects completed 
around the house and more recently, I ventured into the attic. This is a once in a decade 
event and I soon wished that my enthusiasm had not got the better of me! Nevertheless, 
look what I found? . an old Grindlays golf umbrella and still usable, even if it is a bit 
stained!

I am sure many of you will also have some interesting photos of lockdown related 
activities or stories and I am sure we would like to publish them in our next Newsletter. 
We are always on the lookout for stories and pictures especially while we can?t fill the 
pages with pictures from our social events. Please send them to the Editor using the 
contact details on the noticeboard panel.

In closing, I just read a book on marriage that says treat your wife like you treated her on the first date. So, after dinner tonight, 
I am dropping her off at her parents? house.
                                                                                                                                                                                       Peter Smith

After my ?adventurous? journey to the 2020 Kent lunch twelve months ago whoever would have thought 
that a year down the road your Committee is still unable to confirm dates for social plans but like a lean 
mean machine they are straining at the leash and ready to roll these out for 2021 as soon as it is safe to do 
so.Thank you to all our organisers who have plans in place. All I now need to do is to practice social 
distancing from the fridge so I will be able to wear my clothes that have been hiding in the wardrobe during 
this time.

Like Peter, I am sure many of you are having that long overdue clear out and I certainly have been but with 
much still to do. Although not as ?large? a find as Peter?s I did come across my original Brandts Staff Handbook and inside the 
cover I found my offer letter. I also came across a Grindlays? leather note holder along with a Grindlays? Francis Chichester 
Map & Guide of London ? no DLR, Jubilee Line nor London Overground in those days.You can see how good I am at keeping 
things !!!

Please do let us know what ANZ, Grindlays or other interesting items that you have found during these times.

Again, I say that I hope to see you at one of our social occasions later in the year but in the meantime take care and happy 
holiday planning.

Kind regards

Mary

mary.lipscombe@btinternet.com
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The following photos were found in a photo album that belonged to the late Mike Tong, and have been donated by his 
daughter, Louise, after she found them in a clear out of her parent?s house in Underriver near Sevenoaks.

Members' Letters/Articles 
 Page 3

How lovely it is to see this picture of the Bank?s Civil Defence Unit again. All those once familiar names and faces brought 
back to mind. Under the tutorship of our own Alex Wilson and the two ?official? training officers we learnt the basic survival 
skills following a possible nuclear attack, the main effect of which would be extensive fires and many casualties. So we were 
basically trained to control the spread of fire and provide first aid.

The courses were held at Tyringham Hall, the Bank?s Grade I listed country house at Newport Pagnell in Bucks. The Bank sold 
its ?weekend club? in 1966. It was advertised for sale in Country Life Magazine in 2013 for £18 million, following extensive 
renovations.

Although we were worked quite hard, we had some great times there and considered it as much a fun break as hard graft. The 
most memorable thing that comes to mind was carrying John Coleman?s new Mini to the top of those front steps!

John Sibbett

Back Row: John Boniface, Bob Medhurst, Joe Galton, Ian Shepherd
Middle Row: CD Instructor, George Ward, Dick Milnthorpe, Doug Matthew, CD Instructor

Front Row: Phil Scattergood, Mike Jinks, Bebe Daniels, Alex Wilson, Vivien Nash, John Coleman, John Sibbett

Lockdown Clearout - Old Photos Found

ANZ Industrial Civil Defence Course, Tyringham - October 1962

Cont'd p4
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Lockdown Clearout - Old Photos Found (continued)

ANZ Cricket Team - Cowan Shield Winners - 1965

Thanks again to Mike Tong?s photo album we are also posting our ?ANZ Mystery No. 2? challenge with regards to the above 
photo. Although we have been able to put names to a couple of the players, we would like to ask if there is anyone in the 
Association who could help us out with some, if not all of these? If so, would you please either email your answer to The 
Editor (mary.lipscombe@btinternet.com) or mail it to the Association at our usual address. Many thanks.

100 Years Old

Congratulations to Wesley Kara who celebrated his 100th 
Birthday on the 30th December. Wesley lives with his wife, 
Mary, in Calne, Wiltshire.

On behalf of the Pensioners' Association, we sent Wesley a 
celebratory hamper with our best wishes.

Wesley enjoyed his time at Grindlays Bank, working as an 
accountant and retiring in 1983. He told us he particularly 
enjoyed the company of his colleagues.

He served in India from 1942 to 1946 and loved to talk about his 
experiences there.

Despite the lockdown, we understand that Wesley and  Mary  
were able to celebrate his birthday with their daughter, Stephanie 
and their grandchildren.

Wesley Kara
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Members' Letters/Articles

This is the cover of a commemorative booklet 
celebrating the 150th Anniversary of the 
establishment of ?Leslie and Grindlay? in Birchin 
Lane. The picture is ?Morning View from Callia 
near Bombay? painted by Wm. Daniell R.A. from 
a drawing by Captain Grindlay.

The Jubilee was celebrated in style with a Ball 
held at the Hilton Hotel on Park Lane:

With thanks to Ken Williams for sending us these pieces of memorabilia found during a "lockdown clear out"

Souvenirs of Grindlays 150 Year Jubilee (1977/78)
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Grahame Jones, who worked at ANZ from 2001-2005, sent in this story of how his career in 
banking began many years ago ? a story which may also bring back memories for other 
members as to how careers were chosen then.

At my North London grammar school, I had been diligently attending the weekly career 
lectures and short films. These were often a bit specialist and beyond my aspirations: short 
films about pharmacists and blokes who wave table tennis bats on aircraft carriers. Nothing 
seemed to feature paperclips and filing trays.

I entered the Career Master?s tobacco scented office in an attempt to sort out my life. Formerly 
a disused half sized classroom and rumoured once to have been the caning room, it was now 
coated with Soviet style career posters for the professions and armed forces.

?Ah Jones, what can I do for you?? said ?Jim? Reeves, our ex POW, sports-jacketed 
geography teacher. He was a fair, decent chap who could be relied upon to talk about the war 
when we distracted him during lectures about oxbow lakes. I explained that with the final 
exams coming up, I had not developed a plan beyond my revision. I mentioned office work, 
although having no real idea what an office was like. That was, apart from in sitcoms - where 

people sat in the warm, writing letters and accepting biscuits from the tea lady. I thought I could do that. ?Have you considered 
banking?? he said. Considered? I wasn?t entirely sure what it was. I?d been in the Building Society which held my hundred 
quid, but had certainly never seen a cheque. I conceded that banking had not been at the forefront of my desires, but what had 
he in mind? Jim said that he had just received leaflets from Barclays in Enfield. ?They are looking for well presented, bright 
youngsters. I think you could pass,? he said with a wry smile, coughing heartily and stubbing out his Rothman. ?It?s after 
school on Thursday with I?m told, free crisps and Coke. Meet the staff.?

I left the office quite stunned, I hadn?t expected progress. Also, there was the lure of crisps and Coke - my staple diet.

Relieved that the bus conductor didn?t notice my bus pass was for a different route, I arrived at the imposing gothic building. 
The Barclays? staff seemed to be auditioning for Dad?s Army. Brylcreem and retro fashion abounded. There were several 
school leavers wandering about, but this was not the time to chat to the blond.

Having always had a chatty relationship with my Dad and Grandad, bantering with elderly males over 45 came easily. Just 
mention Denis Compton or air-raids and let them go. One chap explained what they do with all of the cash they receive from 
the shops. He turned out to be the branch no.2. He slightly resembled Peter Cushing with a demob suit. After a while, 
discussing football and the forthcoming election, he opined that I was one of the few who seemed interested and showed me 
into a side office. We talked about what I liked at school, I took the English Lit and History route there. He sat doodling, 
repeatedly over-writing INK on his blotter. I wondered what a psychologist would think. He asked if I?d like an interview. I 
immediately agreed.

I told my delighted parents. ?You?ll need a suit, Son... and a haircut come to think of it! You can get made to measure in 
Burtons for twenty quid. We?ll draw you some money.? ?Wow! Thanks Mum and Dad!?

I risked the tailoring. I was quite impressed. A short, fourth rate fashion icon with a double breasted, high lapelled jacket 
looked back from the mirror. I had asked for only slightly flared trousers. I didn?t want to screw up an interview by looking like 
a rebel to the middle classes.

I had no idea what an interview was like. At that time, neither of my parents had worked in an office. Dad was a skilled, soon 
to be cruelly redundant, Senior Yarn Mechanic. Mum was a full time housewife and part-time tester at the London Rubber 
Company. I was an only child.

A couple of weeks later, surprised at the bustle of the Liverpool Street commuters, clutching my A-Z and paperback, I made 
my way to an office in London Wall. As I no longer possessed a top-coat that fitted and it being cooler than usual, I was 
wearing a t-shirt under my shirt. I was very aware of this creeping up and peeking above my tie. We talked about my interests. 
Obviously these were somewhat bowdlerised. Julie Christie and Best Bitter were left out.Two days later, I had a letter, which 
could be summed up as, ?Dear Grahame, you seem promising and really cheap. When can you start??

We agreed on a date in late June. I had a ?Gap 3 days? after my last exam. Buying 5 shirts from M&S replaced backpacking 
around the world and Dad gave me a lift to show me where the branch was. I had not been in that direction. It was two short 
bus journeys away.

The first step of my 47 years in banking.

Grahame Jones  

Members' Letters/Articles

It started with a crisp....
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One of our Pensioners, Haroun Rashid, found these photos in his late Father?s album Muzaffar ?Muj? Rashid?s first job 
after leaving the army at the end of WW2 was with Grindlays in Pakistan.

Muzaffar ?Muj? Rashid during his army days.This 
photo was taken a few years before he joined the 
Bank as what was known as ?covenanted officers?.

 Members' Letters/Articles

Memories of Grindlays Pakistan

This photo shows the 
internal view of the 
bank?s Peshawar 
branch circa 1950.The 
wrapped up globules 
are part of the ceiling 
fans.The blades were 
removed every winter 
and screwed back on in 
the summer.

An external view of the Peshawar branch 
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A Story from Lockdown 

Gill Trayner (nee Nye) used her time during the first lockdown to put together 
her story of, as she puts it ?Growing up in Grindlays'. Gill joined National 
Overseas and Grindlays Bank straight from Nairobi?s Temple College in 1958 
and finally left Grindlays whilst in London in 1983 to return once more to 
Nairobi with her husband.

The majority of those years were spent at Grindlays either in Kenya or the UK 
and the full version of her informative and fun story can be found on our 
website.

     http://www.anzpauk.co.uk/notice-board.html. 

Gill made and kept many friends over the years from her Bank days who are 
mentioned in her article.

Of course, Gill will be remembered especially from her time in London where 
she was editor of the Minerva and Focus in-house magazines which over the 
years have been a source of articles / photos in our Pensioners? Newsletter. 

Thank you Gill.

Gill also sent us this photo of life in Nairobi in 1965.

Did you know there were no traffic lights in Nairobi? Cops stood atop 'stools' to control traffic in the streets ? July 1965
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Members' Letters/Articles

Editor :The following is an extract from a letter received from Neil Comport in response to his request in NL 97 for 
information with regards to an ANZ Bank cottage he stayed in with his parents in 1977.

Please can I thank everyone who took the trouble to contact me following the publication of my question about the former 
bank cottage in the last Newsletter. They have all helped to confirm the cottage?s location as the Sandywell Park Estate, 
located a little off the A40, between Dowdeswell and Andoversford in Gloucestershire. A Google search shows that 
Sandywell Park is a Jacobean Georgian manor house, built in 1704 by Henry Brett and is today a Grade II listed building 
which has been converted into [expensive!] flats.

Everyone who got in touch seemed to have happy memories of staying in the cottage and they were able to remember far 
more about it than my teenage self!

People remembered the location of the cottage as being particularly good, especially if you were a horse racing fan, as it was 
conveniently near to Cheltenham. Others commented on the beauty of the surrounding countryside; of long walks along a 
nearby disused railway and recalled seeing sheep in the surrounding fields and rabbits in the cottage garden. Access to the 
estate was through a pair of grand gates which made you feel rather important as you drove through them and up to the 
cottage!

I was particularly impressed by the memory of one particular respondent who recalled staying in the cottage when the manor 
house was empty. He remembered being shown around its empty rooms by the caretaker, a Mr Fisher, who had lost a finger in 
an accident and, of a clock tower where the clock face only had one hand. As memories and attention to detail go, this one is 
the clear winner!

Once again, my thanks to everyone who got in touch. Neil Comport

ANZ PENSIONERS? ASSOCIATION NOTICEBOARD  

- Thank you to all those who signed up to receive the Newsletter online. If you are happy to move to an online version 
please let us know by emailing admin@anzpauk.co.uk.

- Following up on a story from NL 97, we can confirm that Vivien Nash?s medals (with the assistance from ANZ 
London) have now been safely received by the ANZ Archivist in Melbourne.

- Another follow up from NL 97. David Kemp has written to let us know that the unnamed Grindlays person on the 
photo of the VJ Luncheon in 1997 was Douglas Taylor.

- I t has been a year since we first locked down in March 2020 and we would love to hear some of your stories of life 
since then. What will you remember and look back on to tell future generations?

- Should we have too many contr ibutions for an upcoming Newsletter and yours isn?t included don?t be disappointed 
as we keep articles for future editions.

- Please send ar ticles and/or photos of items of interest for the Newsletter as well as letting us know if there is 
anything else you would like to see included to: The Editor, Mary Lipscombe, via email to 
mary.lipscombe@btinternet.com or please mail hard copies to ANZ Pensioners? Association UK, 40 Bank Street, 
Canary Wharf, London E14 5EJ.

- Publishing deadlines for the rest of 2021 are: 31st May and 30th October.
- Don?t forget that under new Society rules if you have any ex-colleagues who worked for the Bank for more than 7 

years and they have reached the age of 55 and even if they haven?t taken an ANZ pension they are still entitled to join 
the ANZ Pensioners? Association.They should contact us at admin@anzpauk.co.uk or write to ANZ Pensioners? 
Association UK, 40 Bank Street, Canary Wharf, London E14 5EJ.

- I f anyone is interested in becoming a Regional Liaison Officer or serving on the Committee please contact the 
Association.
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Social

Inaugural Minerva Club Zoom Meeting 

On Wednesday 3rd March, we held our first Minerva gathering via Zoom video link. With up to 25 
participants at any one time over 2 hours, it was clearly a worthwhile addition to our social calendar 
especially during the current lockdown.

In view of the potential for a large number of attendees from differing backgrounds, breakout rooms were 
established to enable attendees to create their own smaller groups with similar interests. In fact for this 
first meeting, some of the lady attendees moved themselves into the ?Snug Bar?.

Following positive feedback we will continue to hold these on a monthly basis and, for the time being, 
they will be held at 3pm on the first Wednesday of each month. Joining details are on our website or on 
the ?Forthcoming Events? page of this Newsletter. Members should note that we can only send the 
joining instructions for these Zoom events via email. Therefore please make sure that we have your email 
address on file and that it is up to date. If, for example, you did not receive an email in advance of the first 
meeting, it probably means that we do not have your email address on file.

It was also suggested that we should investigate the possibility of arranging an earlier time in order to 
accommodate our members living in the Far East and Australia. We will ask these members if they would 
be interested in joining a session at say, 11am UK time to ascertain whether an International Minerva 
meeting would be worth establishing. If so, details will be added to our website noticeboard and advised 
to members via email.

Peter Smith

A screenshot from the ?Main Bar? from top left: Bill Gatfield, Peter Smith, Tony Twohey, Sheila Smith 
and Theresa Sibbett. 2nd Row: Mike Turner, Joan and Peter Wilson (with unnamed dog!), Neil Jones, 
Cynthia Palmer and Denise Murphy.  3rd Row: Maralyn Armstrong, Clive Rose, Mary Lipscombe, Ted 
Fenwick and Bob Morley. Bottom Row: Pat Jordan, Tony Wright, Alan Flook, David Brunskill and John 
MacMahon.
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Social

Minerva Club (Zoom Version)

We have established a monthly Zoom Minerva meeting, the first of which was held at 3pm on Wednesday 3rd March. Following the success 
of this first meeting we will continue  to organise these at the same time every month on the first Wednesday at 3pm.  Please watch our 
website for the latest information. All of these sessions will have the same Zoom joining detail and we will endeavour to send an email 
broadcast with the detail a few days before each session.  

Meeting ID is 929 0792 8655

Passcode: 334402

Link:https://zoom.us/j/92907928655?pwd=dSsxRjFNMFJGVE1ocUV4NFVlRHQxUT09

We expect these to continue until we can resume our usual Minerva club gatherings, see below.

Minerva Club (Pub Version)

The next physical meeting, and the first post lockdown, that we hope to organise will be on Friday 17 September. Please note we have also 
tentatively fixed this date for the AGM (see below). If it can proceed, it will be advertised in the next Newsletter and there will be a note on 
the website noticeboard too. Hopefully it will be at the usual time and venue, i.e. 3pm at the Mug House in Tooley Street near London 
Bridge.

AGM

We hope to hold the AGM on Fr iday 17th September. However, at the moment we are unable to confirm this date until we have identified a 
suitable and available venue. It should also be noted that following the successful use of a Zoom video link for last year?s meeting, we plan 
to do the same again this year in addition to the traditional attendance of members on the day. Further details will be included in the next 
Newsletter and on the website noticeboard.

Annual Reception

We regret that we are unable to organise anything for this event at this stage although we will use our best endeavours to look at this for 
September or October once we are able to organise a venue and catering with some certainty. We hope to publish full details in the Summer 
Newsletter.

London Lunch

This is scheduled to take place on Monday 6th September and is subject to us being able to arrange a suitable booking. We will endeavour 
to organise this at the TAS restaurant in Borough High Street near London Bridge and include a 3 course meal with wine/beer and coffee. If 
you would like further information or to record your intention to attend if possible, please contact Peter Smith on 01732 352630 or by email 
to pjsmgb@btinternet.com

Golf Day at Hever Castle Golf Club

This event which has already been booked and tee slots reserved, is due to be held on Fr iday 24th September from 9am. The plan for the 
day includes a bacon roll and coffee on arrival, 18 holes on the Club?s Championship course followed by a sandwich lunch and prizes. If you 
would like further information or to record your intention to participate if possible, please contact Peter Smith on 01732 352630 or by email 
to pjsmgb@btinternet.com

Mid and West Sussex Lunch.

The Mid and West Sussex Lunch is due to be held at The Birch Hotel, Haywards Heath, on Thursday 30th September, commencing at 
12.30 pm. with a welcoming drink, followed by a three-course lunch with wines in the Sussex Room.

If you would like further information or to record your intention to attend if possible, please contact Anne Chapman at Manora, Gravelye 
Lane, Lindfield, West Sussex, RH16 2SJ, telephone 01444 482755 or email archapman@btinternet.com

Scotland Lunch

This lunch is due to be held on Wednesday 6th October  in the New Club, Princes Street, Edinburgh. Invitations will be sent out nearer the 
date to those in Scotland (Area 1) but if you would like to be included in this event, please get in touch with Jock Laing via email 
jock@aldertree.co.uk.

Orpington and Hayes Lunch

The Orpington and Hayes lunch is due to be held on Wednesday 20th October at the Bromley Court Hotel. Assuming bookings can be 
made, invitations will be sent out nearer the time to all those in the Orpington and Hayes regions, plus any who have previously attended the 
lunch. If you would like to be added to the list, please advise Theresa Sibbett on 01689 859565 or email theresa.sibbett@sky.com.

Forthcoming Social Events
SPECIAL NOTICE RE COVID-19: At the time of going to press, the English and Scottish Governments have announced 
plans for the easing of the current lockdown restrictions over the coming months. Whilst the target is to allow hospitality 
venues, including restaurants, to return to virtually unrestricted activities by the end of June we are conscious that this will be 
subject to continued control of the number of Corona virus cases and associated data.

Nevertheless, in anticipation of the current plans to lift lockdown restrictions, the event organisers will do their best to arrange 
bookings for events in the second half of the year and we will hope to formalise a calendar and booking details in time for our 
Summer Newsletter to be published in early July.

In the meantime, we publish below an update on the current situation for events that we hope can be held later in the year. 
Please note that no formal bookings have been confirmed at this stage and hence all dates and possibly venues are subject to 
change.

The status of all events will be reported via regular updates on our website noticeboard.

https://zoom.us/j/92907928655?pwd=dSsxRjFNMFJGVE1ocUV4NFVlRHQxUT09
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ANZ Sports and Social Club is a self-funded organisation and we rely on your support to ensure that the Club continues to thrive.

Covid-19 Update

1. Following Government Guidelines the house is currently closed.  In line with these guidelines we are looking to 
reopen the house on the 12th April to just ?Household Bubbles? until the Government allows the rules to change. We 
will update this notice again when the Government guidelines change.

2. To ensure we are Covid 19 safe, we must therefore ask you to comply with additional measures details of which can 
be obtained from Jeanette Nunn at brackleshambaybookings@gmail.com.

3. All the details of the house can be found on the website below along with the link to the Calendar which will show the 
current availability:

https://brackleshambaybookings4.webnode.com

https://calendar.google.com/calendar /embed?src=5e4cv2pr6v0e9gifogfln0di84%40group.calendar.

google.com& ctz=Amer ica/New_York]

Bookings for the year 2021

- We have taken the decision to increase the nightly rate by £10 a night with effect from 2021.
- Bookings during all of July through to the end of September can only be booked on a weekly basis - Friday to Friday.
- This decision has been taken so that we can have the house cleaned by our cleaners, Molly Maid, every Friday on 

change over day.We trust that you will support us in this decision.
- For the remainder of the year, the house will be cleaned fortnightly.

The rates for 2021 are as follows:

1st January to 31st March - £65.00 a night
1st April to 31st May - £90.00 a night
1st June to 30th June - £100.00 a night
1st July to 30th September - £120 a night
1st October to 31st December - £65.00 a night
Christmas, New Year and Easter will also be £120.00 a night

Please note that you need to be a member of the Sports and Social 
Club.

Please send your requests by email only to Jeanette Nunn at the 
following email address:
Brackleshambaybookings@gmail.com

We look forward to hearing from you and booking the house in the very near future.

Jeanette Nunn  - On behalf of the ANZ Sports and Social Club

Did you know that we regularly publish the ANZROC Victoria monthly Newsletter on our website noticeboard? Also, since 
last month we have been given the link to the archive of these newsletters including those from other Australian State clubs 
and New Zealand.

The links can be found at https://www.anzpauk.co.uk/notice-board.html.

Societies and Clubs

Bracklesham Bay Holiday Rental

ANZ Australia Retired Officers' Club (aka ANZROC)

https://brackleshambaybookings4.webnode.com/
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/embed?src=5e4cv2pr6v0e9gifogfln0di84%2540group.calendar.google.com&ctz=America/New_York
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/embed?src=5e4cv2pr6v0e9gifogfln0di84%2540group.calendar.google.com&ctz=America/New_York
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/embed?src=5e4cv2pr6v0e9gifogfln0di84%2540group.calendar.google.com&ctz=America/New_York
https://www.anzpauk.co.uk/notice-board.html
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It is with great sadness that we learnt that Dick Milnthorpe passed away on 30 October 
2020 at home. Although he had been experiencing some health issues in the past couple of 
years, he was recently diagnosed with pancreatic cancer.

According to his widow, Pat, he was known as Richard at home and Dick at the Bank so 
he was a man with two personae. Their children Sue, Guy and Rob thought their Dad 
worked in a treacle mine and he told their grandchildren the same story. He always said, 
?Nobody is completely perfect?, but after sixty-six years of happy marriage I think he 
would qualify, even though he could be rather stubborn at times!!

Dick made an enormous contribution to the growth of Technology at ANZ especially in 
the UK and international offices in the US and Asia during the 70s and 80s. 
Coincidentally, he recently completed a history of IT in ANZ which was in effect the story 
of his career and achievements with ANZ from the 50s until his retirement in 1991. You 
can find this document and the story of Dick?s career on our website 
noticeboard:https://www.anzpauk.co.uk/notice-board.html.

The following stories and tributes have been received some of which we have had to 
abridge in order to accommodate them in our limited Newsletter space.

Warren Taylor

I had the privilege and honour of not only knowing Dick Milnthorpe but also working with him (New York, Los Angeles, 
Hong Kong and London) and then out of the office, sailing with him on Long Island Sound and the Solent; then in the off 
season in London preparing his yacht for the upcoming season. He was a master sailor.

Dick was politically astute, he taught me two things. The first was that executives don't read beyond two pages of a detailed 
submission and the second if you are in need of an urgent reply never submit a perfect submission to AHQ - include three 
obvious errors, so they can justify their existence.

When setting up the New York Agency, the directive from John Holberton also included the view that as New York was an 
expensive city to do business in, we should focus on containing costs and in that regard, we should also consider having a 
terminal in New York hooked to the London computer. As stated, Dick's submission was craftily worded, and the first two 
pages covered the costs of doing business in New York and then in the midst of the third page the word "however" appeared 
and went on to expand the reasons for a computer rather than a terminal.

For eighteen months, Melbourne thought we had a terminal which came to light when Dick and I were in Los Angles in early 
1977. My task was setting up the Agency and Dick arrived a few weeks later to install the computer.

There was no furniture at that time. Dick and I were using the crate in which the IBM system 32 had been delivered as a desk 
and boxes of computer paper as seats.  One day 
unannounced John Holberton suddenly made 
an appearance and went to sit on the computer 
when Dick shouted don't sit on my computer. 
John Holberton stormed out in a huff, he was a 
big man carrying some excess weight.

Next morning he turned up again and pointing 
to the computer he said to Dick, ?that looks 
like the same machine in New York?. Dick 
replied ?Yes, a good observation, they are the 
same and both are computers?. I added, ?and 
New York does more work for London than it 
does for New York?!

Dick was a remarkable man, in fact a legend. A 
visionary extraordinaire. He was an 
outstanding leader and mentor who set high 
standards of excellence. Politically astute, very 
thoughtful, and considerate; blessed with a 
great sense of humour; he was an excellent 
raconteur.
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Eamon Veaney

There are many stories I could relate about Dick but will limit them to our California trip in 1977.

Dick was a mentor to me having somehow chosen me to join the New York IT team in 1976. That 7 month secondment was 
one of the highlights of my career at ANZ. The following year ANZ decided to open in Los Angeles so Dick and I headed out 
there in March 1977.

When we got there, we discovered that the office was nowhere near complete and what was worse the IBM lab was fully 
booked out for weeks. We had a couple of weeks to test the software before the branch opened and so had to assess our options.

Basically, it became a choice of San Francisco or Hawaii. Dick favoured the latter and that also appealed to me as I had never 
been there. However, I discussed with Dick what the likely reaction to that would be from the boss in New York, Tom 
Williams, and Dick was persuaded to choose San Francisco instead.

The plan was to drive up the coast (Route 1) with the aim of getting to Carmel for dinner. Our intention was to get to Clint 
Eastwood?s restaurant the Hogs Breath Inn. We achieved that and had the choice of Dirty Harry Burger or Fistful of T Bone!

On arrival in San Francisco Dick took great pleasure in directing me down Lombard Street in our Camaro with its hairpin 
bends.

We got the job done at IBM and made our way back to LA. When the System 32 computer arrived there was still no furniture 
in the office and we had a very senior visitor from Australia, Mr John Holberton, Head of International. I have a vivid memory 
of him sitting on the cardboard box which the computer came in whilst we gave him a demo of the system.

I learnt a lot in those 2 years in the company of Dick and appreciated his foresight and technical knowledge.

I was glad to be able to work with him on completing and publishing his memoirs before his passing last year.

Gina Webb (formerly Healey), with apologies to HR

There are many tales I could write about Dick, but as you know, what?s said in the office, stays in the office! However, when I 
first became Dick?s secretary, I soon learnt that he was very supportive towards his team. One personal example was when one 
day he asked me to type a report and send it to the Personnel Department. I duly finished it, sent it off, but a little while later a 
member of the Personnel department came to Dick?s office and said that there was a spelling mistake in the report, to which 
Dick duly answered, ?I like it spelt that way?.

Bruce Plaice-Leary

There are a lot of Dick stories. My favourite has regard to the then Print 
Department.

When Frank Knight retired (Dick?s boss at the time), responsibility for the Print 
Department passed to Dick. ANZ had its own printing works at Token House 
Yard E2. It comprised of six operatives including the foreman. The print industry 
was totally unionised at the time. As the bank reduced in size in London it 
became obvious that there was very little work for that number of printers. We 
(Dick and me) went to see the foreman; he was told we were coming and agreed a 
time to see us. When we got there, we were told to wait as he was busy. We 
waited 25 minutes; Dick was strangely patient. We went into his office and 
although we were not offered chairs sat down. The foreman was immediately 
aggressive. I remember it so well. "I know what you have come for and the 
answer is that there won?t be any redundancies here. You forget that we print the 
Annual Report and if you don't leave us alone we won't print it and don't think 
you will be able to print it anywhere else as we will put the word round the 
union". I thought at the time don't do this you obviously do not know Dick. 
Anyway, Dick got up and calmly thanked him for his time. The foreman added, 

"good I'm glad you got the message".

We walked back, we often did this when Dick had a problem as talking it through helped him think. After a bit he asked, "how 
many shareholders were there in London and how many in Australia"? We had recently computerised Registrars, so I knew the 
numbers quite well. By then there were marginally more Australian shareholders. Well said Dick, ?wouldn't it make sense if 
they printed The Annual Report in Melbourne??
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Returning to the office, we wrote a hasty report extolling the virtues of printing the report in Melbourne. Dick didn't think he 
needed to refer it to higher authority as he was only investigating options!!! The Branch letter with the report was sent off to 
Melbourne, it might have been to Harold Fabry. Anyway, once Melbourne had finished counting their fingers and unable to 
find what the catch was (London offering something to Melbourne) they decided it was a good idea. They took it from there, 
just in time for the next report.Once we were sure they could do it, I went with Dick (witness) to see the foreman. Dick did not 
wait this time but walked straight into his office. The foreman said, "I hope you are not going to suggest anything silly, like 
retrenchment". "No" said Dick "we are going to shut the Department, so you are all redundant".

"You can't we have to print the Annual Report, I am going to see Mr Agate (Company Secretary) who will stop you".

"Sorry old son it's being printed in Melbourne and the rest is being outsourced and Mr Agate is in full support". Moral?  don't 
mess with Dick.

Dick had an endearing habit, at least to us Poms. He would arrive in the dining rooms early to go to the fridge and shake all the 
Fosters cans. Next Aussie in the door - Fosters can explosion. He caught them all.

Ashok Dayal

I had a good working relationship with Dick. He was thoroughly professional with an infectious sense of humour. He helped us 
with the automation of the Grindlays? branches in the 1980s. He was delightfully irreverent of bureaucracy and high-handed 
authority! I last met him in the early 1990s when he had lunch with me in Singapore. I was working with Deutsche Bank then 
and he was on his way back to the UK from Australia. Dick was a wonderful person to work with.

Peter Smith

I first met Dick when I was part of the ANZ and Grindlays systems integration team along with my boss, Warren Taylor and 
Eamon Veaney. At the time, we had to tiptoe through a minefield of parochial convictions amongst all senior executives as to 
whose systems were best.

Despite the sensitivities, with Dick?s professional and inspiring input to the complex and controversial decision process, the 
task seemed so much more straightforward and, combined with his irreverent sense of humour, far less stressful than it might 
otherwise have been.

I recall Dick investing in a toy pink elephant on wheels. This was installed in his office and wheeled out whenever I or another 
former Grindlays colleague came into his office. This was his way of acknowledging the former elephant logo of the Grindlays 
empire.

From this time onwards, Dick and I became lifelong friends and we managed to catch up a couple of times during our 
retirement. It was a privilege to work with Dick and above all to enjoy his immense sense of humour.
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Bruce Plaice-Leary - contd

It is with great sadness we have to announce the passing of Chris Cruickshank at 90, a long-time 
colleague and friend of many at ANZ.

Chris started her career with the Bank back in 1960, when it was ES&A and her career spanned 28 
years of dedicated service. Chris worked mainly as a Clerical Officer for Audit, Ledgers and 
Treasury and she also spent two years as one of the travel officers.

After she retired in 1988, Chris still voluntarily dedicated 3 days a week to running the Sports and 
Social Club. I am sure many of us have fond memories of our children going to the Christmas 
pantomime every year with Chris, where they were taken by coach to Wimbledon, showered with 
gifts and given the most amazing day. She also arranged the annual Christmas raffle and woe 
betide anyone who didn?t buy a ticket!

I am also sure many of us remember Chris arriving at the office every day laden with bags of Marks and Spencer?s food, where 
she would set up the most amazing picnics at lunchtime in her office for anyone that made it onto the invitation list.

Chris didn?t suffer fools gladly but behind the brusque Scottish brogue was a heart of gold, a wicked sense of humour and a 
willingness to help anyone who needed it.

After her beloved husband Alistair passed away 8 years ago, Chris spent her final years at a nursing home close to Claire and 
me. We were with her when she passed.

We thank Chris for the years of service she gave to the Bank and for the friendship and help she showed to so many of us. She 
was an amazing inspiration to all and will be truly missed.  RIP Chris.

Andy & Claire Jack

Chris Cruickshank (8 August 1930 ? 21 February 2021)
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Audrey Coleman (27 December 1933 ? 17  November 2020)
Audrey was the wife of Colin Coleman, formerly with the Union Bank of Australia, 
and mother of two sons. Audrey was a regular attendee at the annual Pensioners'  
lunch held in Kent in March.

Gillian Mary Pettit (16 July 1956 ? 1 February 2021)
Gillian was the wife of Dennis Pettit, formerly of ANZ in London and New York. After 
retirement from ANZ New York, Dennis and Gillian lived in Vermont USA.

Gillian also worked at the Bank in the ANZ Management Secretariat at 71 Cornhill 
around 1974 to 1976. She married Dennis in New York in 1977

We sadly report the passing of the wives of two of our Members:
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